
A Commentary on  the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 11:1-31: The Just and the Wicked 
 
Verses 1-8: ‘Pride goes before a fall’. Pride brings contempt and shame; it is refusal to 
acknowledge what is nonsensical. Pride resides in narcissistic, self-promoting behavior that 
wreaks havoc in relationships. Humility, integrity is mark of a balanced life. Ways of the just 
please God. Deceitful, corrupt practice in business is an abomination to the Lord. The poor, 
weak are greatly affected by extortionist practices of those who worship wealth [Amos 8:5]. 
Injustice will not stand before God’s judgment. Judgment of human actions can be seen in the 
cosmos [example: adverse effects of exploitation of nature]. Injustice invites ‘day of wrath’, 
unexpected calamity in the world; the wicked are doomed by horror. The just will not be 
shaken; their ways inspire all even long after their death. The power of the wicked is removed 
by death. Destruction of the wicked as well as good deeds of the just gladden the society. 
Riches have worth only if one lives justly before God. The just is free of the troubles of the soul. 
The wicked fall by the weight of their wrong doings. Glamor of riches ends in death. 
 
Verses 9-13: The heartless [senseless]: those who despise other human beings are heartless, 
empty of God. Scandalous speech and gossiping destroy reputation of others. The prudent, 
person of wisdom, is watchful not let impious speech ruin his/her life. The just will know when 
to be silent for the sake of the vulnerable and not to betray trust. To denigrate other human 
beings is an insult to creator God! The notion that God made all human beings in his image 
transcends biases of race, sex, culture, class. Peace in the community is the result of pursuing 
the common good. The just will remove reasons for unhealthy tensions and discriminations in 
society. Proverbs speak of retributive justice of the ancient world; every deed has its 
consequence, good, bad or disastrous! Human behavior is formed by recognizing the impact of 
just and unjust ways in the world. 
 
Verses 14-31: Good counsel/guidance: Proverbs embrace the need for wise counsel for kings, 
leaders and individuals to steer their way in fairness. One who trusts in one’s own strength is 
bound to fail; trust in God and righteous living is the esteem of all! ‘Kind person benefits 
himself, but the cruel harm himself’; kindness is the strength of character that makes possible 
to pursue every good. Path of the cruel is paved with weapons of vengeance, envy, deceit and 
murder. Violence begets violence! Proverbs frequently use imagery of sowing seeds. Farmer 
has to be generous in scattering seeds to gather a good harvest in abundance. If you sow 
justice, goodness, you reap joy, peace; if you are crooked at heart, [unkind, insensitive] and sow 
wickedness, you reap disaster.  
 
One who is determined to follow folly and lives foolishly is like a decorated swine! Wisdom is 
true beauty and justice is everlasting. Generosity is rewarded with abundance like sower who 
scatters enough seeds; God is generous with his gifts. You bless others and you receive blessing; 
you refresh the weary, the downcast, you will be refreshed. Proverbs understand that wealth is 
for just use; if one is possessed by wealth rather than possessing wealth he/she sure will fall. 
Lack of commonsense destabilizes a household and ‘inherit the wind’ meaning ruin of the 
household, emptiness! ‘House’ in verse 29 can also be taken as the world. Unwise human 



behavior affects the environment, natural habitat of species. You sow foolish policies, you reap 
emptiness! Life of a just person is like a fruit that turns into a tree, giving life lessons to others, a 
witness to goodness. One who has ‘the fear of the Lord’, from the goodness of his/her heart, 
his/her mouth speaks and kind deeds flow. Be mindful of what destroys and  what secures life 
with God! 
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